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Where we are

TODAY

EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY

Engage & recruit on-campus, online, and international prospects
Influence user behavior and facilitate task completion for prospective students
Maximize retention efforts for current students
Engage and enthrall donors and alumni

Website average position in search results
Website sessions
Conversions from web

A core strategy statement
Messaging framework
Content design recommendations
Next steps to maintain the strategy

This content strategy report is prepared In response to the Fairmont State University
Request for Proposals for a website redesign. The current website does not tell the
story of Fairmont State University. It is full of outdated content and difficult to navigate.
A content strategy will help guide the website redesign by creating alignment with the
University's business goals.

The content related business goals identified in this strategy report are:

Key Performance Indicators can be used to measure success of the content against
Fairmont State's business goals. These indicators are:

This report will analyze the content that is currently on the website, make
recommendations on opportunities and challenges in bringing content to the new site,
and review the websites of similarly positioned West Virginia Universities.

Finally, this report will deliver a strategic plan that includes:

This report will serve as a guide for the staff of Fairmont State University to create a
content strategy that contributes to the website's business goals and represents the
gold standard in higher education web content.



A content alignment summary establishing business goals to be supported by the
strategy, content objectives to serve those goals, Key Performance Indicators to
measure the success of the content, and a review of the website's user needs
An audit of the current website content
A competitive analysis of similar West Virginia universities
Next steps for the strategic creation of content for the web including prioritization,
organization, presentation, and style

Fairmont State University is home to approximately 3,500 undergraduate and 300
graduate students and is situated on a 120-acre campus in Fairmont, WV. The third
largest university in West Virginia, Fairmont State prides itself on being an
unpretentious school that provides the opportunities offered by a large state university
with the personal attention and atmosphere expected at a smaller, private school.

The Fairmont State University website often serves as the first touchpoint for
prospective students and families and therefore must tell the story of the Fairmont
State experience in a clear, engaging manner. Beyond its role as a marketing tool, the
website must also provide easily navigable content for current students, faculty and
staff, alumni, donors, and the community.

By creating a content strategy as part of the website redesign as described in the
Request for Proposals (RFP), Fairmont State University will ensure that the content on
its new site aligns with its business goals in a meaningful, cohesive, engaging, and
sustainable way. 

In this report you will find:

INTRODUCTION
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CONTENT ALIGNMENT STRATEGY
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The purpose of this content alignment strategy is to clearly define what challenges or
opportunities this project will address (Casey, 2015). The alignment strategy will
establish content-related business goals, content objectives that will serve those goals,
Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) that can be used to measure the success of the
content, and a review of the wesbite's users and their specific needs.

BUSINESS GOALS & CONTENT OBJECTIVES

Goal Content Objective

Engage and recruit on-campus,
online, and international prospects

Create navigable pages with content
for each prospective group
Showcase programs for each type of
prospective student (enrollment group)
Create content that integrates brand
personality and inspires prospects to
say "I can see myself at Fairmont State"

Influence user behavior and
facilitate task completion for
prospective students

Incorporate clear Calls to Action (CTAs)
on each page with simple pathways to
completion
Limit CTA options on each page (choice
overload)

Maximize retention efforts for
current students

Create Student specific microsite
Organize content on microsite by use
and highlight most useful content
Make access to student services a
priority

Engage and enthrall donors and
alumni

Create content that tells alumni stories
Weave fundraising message into
alumni news
incorporate CTAs on appropriate pages
improve Foundation microsite
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Website Average Position - Where the
Fairmont State website and its sub-
pages can be found in search results is
an important way to measure if the
site's SEO is properly optimized.
Websites that are on the first page of
search results yield more traffic.
Searching "architecture programs in
West Virginia" shows Fairmont State
three times on the first page of results.
Website Sessions - How often and for
how long a page is viewed can be a good
measurement of content efficacy.
Sessions for the main website,
admissions, alumni portal, student
portal, and Foundation portal can all
help determine what content to
highlight on those pages.
Conversions from Web - Measuring
conversions will tell if content is
inspiring and if the CTAs are clear.
Measure admissions inquiries,
applications via the website, total
applications, and online donations.

Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) will allow
Fairmont State to measure the efficacy of
the website content to remain in alignment
with its business goals and objectives.

KPIs for the website content may include:

KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
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As with most higher education websites, the Fairmont State University site will need to
be a lot of things to a lot of people. Understanding the audience's needs is paramount
to curating successful content. The RFP identified ten unique audiences that the
website must support, but for the purposes of this content strategy, we must focus on
only those whose attention will fulfill our content related business goals.

WEBSITE USERS & THEIR NEEDS

Prospective students and their families
The website will often serve as the first and most important impression for

this audience. It must be able to make a prospective student say "I can
see myself at Fairmont State" within the first minute or two of viewing. 

Website needs a clear path to turn prospects into applicants.

Current students and their families
There must be a portal to house information about campus life, events,

housing, academics, and student services. Content should entice students to
be part of campus life and feel connected to the school. Clear and simple

navigation to the information students need most, including academic
programs, student activities, and student services. 

Alumni
Beside current parents, alumni are any school's largest donor base. Having

alumni who are active and connected to the school will increase annual
giving. Creating content that tells alumni stories, weaves fundraising

messaging seamlessly into student stories, and content that makes alumni
feel connected or nostalgic will engage this audience. 



STATE OF THE CONTENT
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The main challenge of any College of University website is organizing the huge amount
of content needed to serve the school's various audiences. Fairmont State's website is
no exception to this problem. One way to combat content disorganization is to create
portals to serve the separate audiences. Since the fairmontstate.edu site will serve as
the school's main marketing tool to recruit new students, information on the core site
pages should educate and inspire. Information that is specific to the secondary
audiences such as current students, alumni, and faculty/staff can live within portals
designed specifically for these groups. A detailed sitemap showing this organization
structure can be found in the Strategic Plan section of this report.

A second challenge to the website is slow load times. Fairmont State caters to a high
number of in-state students, and many areas of West Virginia are not equipped with
quality broadband internet access. Studies show that website bounce rates increase
exponentially in correlation to the site load time. An average bounce rate on a 2 second
page load is 6% but it soars to 38% at 5 seconds. The Fairmont State admissions page
took 16 seconds to load, which would see an average bounce rate of 73%. We will
explore solutions to this problem Content Analysis section of this report.

The Fairmont State website has a massive problem with duplication. Exact duplicates of
secure and unsecured pages account for nearly 10% of all pages on the site. News and
FSU Now routinely duplicate news stories hosted under separate sections. As an
example of this, the story Bridging the Gap can be found under six separate URLs.

It is important to understand what content already exists before discussing how to
redesign the website. Understanding the current state of the content will allow us to
identify challenges and opportunities and incorporate solutions into the next steps.

CHALLENGES
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The Fairmont State website houses a lot of information that can be carried over to the
new website. Quite a bit of the redesign can focus on combing through the current
content to archive unnecessary pages, revising the tone and voice of current content,
and reorganizing existing pages into a more user-friendly architecture rather than
creating new content from scratch.

The website already employs a double menu option and portals for specific areas of
information. This format can be adjusted in the new architectural layout for better
organization, but will retain a similar navigational feel to the original website. Making
small changes that improve user experience without completely upending the design of
the website will help users adjust to the new site.

The main page, and many of the sub-pages, employ proper storytelling techniques. The
main page is already geared toward recruitment and education about the Fairmont
State experience. This messaging can be tightened up, and storytelling can be woven
throughout the remaining landing pages.

OPPORTUNITIES

An example of visual content driving messaging for prospective students on the main page.
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The content of the Fairmont State website is mainly text and images. The tone of the
writing is friendly, professional, and informational and carries throughout the website.
Image size and quality and page architecture varies greatly across the site, making it an
incohesive experience.

The Fairmont State Foundation page is in serious need of a top-to-bottom overhaul. A
portal hosted separately from the Fairmont State website, it only loosely identifies with
the look and structure of the main site. The images on the micro-site are all poorly
sized and the layout is very unpleasant. 

CONTENT TYPES & DISTRIBUTION

Titles of news stories
overlay pixelated
images and are cut off
by the page header.

The calls to action employ pixelated images and poor or no descriptions.



The Fairmont State website is formatted
well for mobile viewing. The sections stack
nicely and unnecessary text has been
hidden from view to make the landing page
easier to navigate. A banner hosting COVID-
19 information and reporting procedures
that is not particularly noticeable on
desktop view is very pronounced on
mobile, making it the most noticeable
aspect when you first arrive on the website.

The website links to Facebook, Twitter,
Instagram, and YouTube. The header image
on Facebook and Twitter are poorly sized
for the specifications of each platform. All
links take the user away from the Fairmont
State website instead of opening onto a
new page. Twitter and Facebook are very
active with several posts per week;
Instagram and YouTube are more sporadic,
but all seem to include content that is
native to the platform. On the alumni page,
links to the FSU Alumni Twitter and
Instagram point to non-existant accounts.
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ARCHITECTURE

The website navigation is muddled and unclear. The primary navigation bar relies on a
dropdown menu that offers many options for each section. There are navigational
waypoints including in-text hyperlinks and secondary or side-bar menus on core pages,
but it can be difficult to get back to a page if you have navigated away since the path is
not always clear. Fortunately, the search option on the website is properly optimized
and a good way to find information.



Benchmarking and competitive analysis are important to ensure that content can stand
up, and stand out, against market competitors. For this analysis, I reviewed web
content and social content for Fairmont State University, Shepherd University, and
Concord University. All three school are located in West Virginia and are public, four-
year universities with enrollment between 1,500-4,999 and an average cost of $10k
after Financial Aid.
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COMPETITIVE ANALYSIS

Key Content Fairmont State

Utilizes Slider to tell
Admission story

Shepherd Concord

Main page is admission-centric

Unified look and feel
throughout website

Imagery/Video/Social

Utilizes engaging imagery across
main and sub-pages

Imagery shows a diverse
student body

Offers a virtual campus tour

Uses social media images as
additional content on website

Linked social media opens a
new page

Current News/Events
displayed on main page

News page utilizes category tags

Interactive campus map

The Fairmont State website excelled in using storytelling and imagery that show a
diverse student body and tells its admission story well. FSU could incorporate a virtual
map and social media in a more meaningful way. All three websites lacked categorical
organization in their news archives which made it difficult to find news stories that
might be of interest to the user.
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CONTENT ANALYSIS
I analyzed the content on the website for SEO and accessibility. SEO, or Search Engine
Optimization, helps drive traffic to the website. Accessibility ensures a positive
experience for all users. I used the Screaming Frog SEO spider and WAVE accessibility
program to analyze the website.

SEO & Accessibi l i ty

All pages utilize titles, but nearly half are duplicates.
More than 25% of the pages are over 60 characters because the page title is often
also the article title. Titles follow a naming convention which is good for branding
but the long convention lead to titles that exceed the suggested character limit.

Page Titles tell the user at first glance what is on the page, enable tabbing between
pages in their browser, and allow search engines to match a website page to a search.

39% of pages are missing meta-descriptions. In many instances, the description is
the first paragraph of the page content, resulting in approximately 14% of pages
with descriptions over 155 characters, and 12% with duplicate meta-descriptions.

Meta-descriptions are information that cannot be seen but helps search engines
categorize the page. They show up under the page title in search results to help users
decide if the page is of interest to them.

Nearly all pages use an H1 header but approximately 48% are duplicates. Often the
H1 header is also the page title. 
25% of pages don't use H2 headers.

Page Headings live within the body of the webpage and create a hierarchy for the flow
of information. These are important for organizing the content on a page and to
improve page accessibility. 

42% of images are missing their alt-text. When alt-text is used, it is used well with
clickable images explaining where the link will go or what it will open.

Alt-text is a description of an imaged placed in the HTML of the page that can be seen
when the image otherwise cannot be viewed.



WAVE found many instances of very low contrast between the red, white, and grey
color scheme. Penn State accessibility warns that for web, bright red on a white
background fails WCAG 2.0 color contrast.
Largest issues on any page viewed were missing alt-text in linked images, missing
form labels and empty links, and skipped header levels .
891, or 2.9%, of the images on the website are over 100kb, with 149 of those
registering over 1mb. While this is not a huge number of images, there tend to be
several large images per page on the main pages. Large images can slow down page
load times which exponentially affects users with poor internet access.

Fairmontstate.edu/admit took 16 seconds to load. Of the 29 images on the page,
10 were over 100kb with six ranging from 1.4mb - 8.5mb. Scaling these images
and/or changing the type of image from larger .png files to smaller .jpg files
could help with the site's load time issues. 

General Accessibility Issues:
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This image, which can be found on the admission page as well as in several other
places across the website, is originally 3500x2336x300dpi and 8.9mb. By adjusting the
image to 1024x683x72dpi, the size drops to 1.8mb without losing image quality.



Now that we have analyzed the current state of the Fairmont State University website's
content, we can move forward with a strategic content plan for the website redesign.

STRATEGIC PLAN
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CORE STRATEGY STATEMENT

The core strategy statement will answer "the fundamental questions for providing the
right content, to the right people, at the right time" (Casey, 2015). In other words, your
core strategy statement should incorporate what content the website will host, the
audience for whom the content is curated, why the audience needs the content, and
what outcomes providing this content will achieve. The following statement should
provide guidance to the type of content that should be hosted on the FSU website:

The Fairmont State University website will provide relevant, navigable, easy-to-load content
that supports the school's goal of preparing hard-working, passionate students for a lifetime
of success through transformational educational experiences. 

MESSAGING FRAMEWORK

The website's messaging framework will manifest what the user should believe about
Fairmont State through their use of the website. It builds on the core strategy
statement and will help ensure that all content created for the website supports the
content strategy. Since the two main business goals of the FSU website are to engage
and recruit more students, and to retain current students, this messaging framework
will focus on the student experience.

First Impression - Fairmont State University looks like a great school for me!

Value Statement - I am excited to apply to FSU because they offer many different majors
and programs, athletic opportunities, and a rich and diverse campus experience.

Proof - The website made the application process easy to complete.
             I could find the information I needed to register for Financial Aid without issue.
             It was easy to find information about the courses I need to complete my major.
             I had no problem finding and registering for a new club or team.
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s 
Im
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User Need

Drive
Content that
users may not
be looking for,
but that is
important to the
business.

Campus Life
Program
descriptions
Scholarship &
work programs
Fundraising
Alumni
Relations

Focus
Content we
should focus on
because it's
important to the
business and
our users.

Admission
messaging
Apply Online
Financial Aid
Athletics
Student
organizations
Student
services

Low Priority
Content is not
important to the
business or to
our users.

Faculty & staff
bios
About

Guide
Content we want
to makes sure
users can find,
but that isn't
very important
to the business.

Public safety &
emergency
response
Academic
pathways
Library
resources
Policies
News
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CONTENT DESIGN
With clearly defined user needs and business goals, I will provide an overview of
content design that can support these goals through alignment with the content
strategy statement and messaging framework. 

Prior it izat ion

Prioritization is "how you determine your site's content and its relative importance to
your users and your business" (Casey, 2015). I have included two prioritization matrices.

This table measures business impact against user needs. This type of measurement is
important to help guide where and how you highlight content that already exists, and
what new content to create. Content in the Focus quadrant rates high in business
impact and user need and should therefore be your top priority.
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This table takes prioritization one step further by breaking out different user groups
and focusing on scenarios that will be of importance to them. Since the Fairmont State
website is hierarchical, I have provided an example for only the top three levels of
audiences: prospective students, current students, and alumni.

User Scenario

I'm interested 
in Science and
Math and am
looking for a
school in near
my home in WV.

Audience Focus

Prospective
Student

Drive Guide

Admissions
messaging
Apply
online

Program
descriptions

Academic
pathways

What courses do
I need to take to
graduate on
time?

Current
Student

Program
descriptions

Academic
pathways
Library
resources
Policites

I want to make a
donation to the
school in honor
of my 25th
Reunion

Alumni Fundraising
Alumni
Relations

News

Organizat ion

All content on the main website should be of interest to individuals not yet or
loosely affiliated with the school. As the main marketing tool, this content should
focus heavily on presenting information that will attract prospective students.
Information that is specific to the other audiences can live within portals or micro-
sites that are organized specifically with their needs in mind.

One of the major requests in the RFP is a website that is easily navigable and organized
appropriately for many audiences to find the information vital to them. On the
following page you will find a draft sitemap that begins to outline the buckets into
which the content should be placed, which in turn will translate into core and sub-
pages.

This sitemap organizes the website content in two ways:
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Presentation

Presentation deals with how the content is laid out on a page to best serve the needs
of the user. An organized presentation throughout the website will help increase user
trust and ease of navigation.

Below you will find a content model which will help identify the types of pages the
website will need based on the business goals, and what types of content each page
will contain based on the user needs. Following the content model are wireframes that
will provide a visual representation of how the content will look on the core pages. The
current Fairmont State website core pages and sub-pages vary greatly in their layout
and design. Using wireframes to create page type templates will ensure a cohesive user
experience. 

Goal Core List Core Page Core Page Content

Attract new
students to FSU

Admission Page title
Page image
Enrollment Group
overview
Enrollment Group
requirements
Apply Now button
Request Info button
Virtual Tour button
Schedule a visit button

Attract new
students to FSU

Academics College/School/Program
name
Degree/Program title
Program overview
Program requirements
Career opportunities
Links to course
catalogue

Content Model for Fairmont State University

Enrollment Group

Degree Program 

Provide
resources for
current students

Student Life Section title
Student service title
Student service overview
Location/Hours/Contact
Contact Us button
Sign up button

Student Service
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Enrol lment  Group Wireframe
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Degree Program Wireframe
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Student  Service  Wireframe
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The Fairmont State University website will
not only provide information to many
audiences, but will include content from
many contributors. The RFP states that the
average number of users for each sub-site
is 10-20. Just as it is important for all pages
to have similar design to promote user
trust, it is also imperative that the writing
style is consistent across the site. A style
guide provides common visual, written, and
web standards that ensure a consistency
that will strengthen the FSU brand.

STYLE GUIDE

Writ ing Style

Using simple, understandable language is
the best way make sure users interact with
your content. FSU's brand personality is
empowering, limitless, responsive,
hardworking, and genuine. The voice and
tone of all content should be optimistic,
action-oriented, unpretentious, and honest.

Fairmont State serves a student population
of mainly in-state, first-generation students.
This is the audience the tone and voice of
content should be geared toward.

A note on tone: While the feeling of can-do
optimism, a roll-up-your-sleeves attitude,
and a genuine, unpretentious nature is the
center of the content strategy, FSU is an
institution of higher education. The tone 
 should be standard, which combines formal
and informal language. You may use
contractions and personal pronouns but
avoid metaphors, slang, or idioms which can
have a negative effect on inclusivity.
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Below are a two examples of current website content rewritten in the voice and tone of
Fairmont State. Much of the writing currently on the site is formal, passive, and wordy.
All content migrated to the new website should be revised to fit the active, helpful voice
and tone of Fairmont State University.

Career Services
Before: The Encova Career Development Center is dedicated to the students of
Fairmont State University providing resources and assisting in developing their path to
contribute to a global society.

After: The Encova Career Development Center is here to provide resources that can
help you choose a career path, prepare for an interview, connect with employers, and
much more. Browse our online materials or make an appointment with a career
counslor today.

Financial Aid
Before: It is the mission of the Fairmont State University Financial Aid and Scholarship
Office to assist students achieve their educational goals by promoting scholarships,
grants, Federal Work Study, and loans. We understand that these opportunities are
needed to make college a reality for many students. We aim to educate, assist, and
inform students about the financial aid resources available to them in a friendly
atmosphere.

After: The Fairmont State University Financial Aid and Scholarship Office is here to
make sure that cost is not a barrier to achieving your educational goals. We can
educate you about the financial aid resources that are available to you and help you
apply for assistance.

Web Writ ing  Best  Pract ices

Put the most important information in the first paragraph
Cover only one topic per paragraph and use meaningful headers
Write short paragraphs with simple and varied sentence structure
Use active voice

Users will come to the FSU website seeking some information in particular. The
University of Maryland, Baltimore Web Writing Manual states that 80% of users will
skim a webpage looking for specific keywords or information. Understanding this, write
with the following web best practices in mind:

The UMB manual has many tips for web writing best practices that can be used for
further reference.



With the strategic plan for content creation established, you should now define roles,
responsibilities, process, and steps for creating content that aligns with the plan. 

NEXT STEPS
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CONTENT MANAGEMENT MODEL

The content management model defines who will be responsible for creating, editing,
reviewing, and publishing content for the website. A centralized model has one team or
department in charge of all content creation and publishing. Given the amount and
varied types of content the FSU website will offer, it is more likely that you will use a
decentralized model in which teams throughout the university are in charge of their own
content. 

The issue with a decentralized model is that too many individuals with varied
understanding of the content plan and style guide can derail the strategy. All content
creators in the decentralized model must be aware of the strategic plan and
understand the importance of following the style guide to ensure success.

A third option is a hybrid model in which different teams create their own content, but a
central team is charged with editing, publishing, and maintaining content throughout
its lifecycle. Adopting a hybrid content management model may have ensure Fairmont
State stays on track with its website content strategy.
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ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES

Editor - accountable for the strategic and brand integrity of the content
Owner - responsible for ensuring content is accurate and up-to-date
Writer - creates content based on the strategy
Subject Matter Expert (SME)- individuals who are knowledgeable about the subject
matter and can provide information or expertise to the writer
Reviewer- anyone other than SME and editor who must review content before it can
be published
Proofer or Copyeditor - reviews for typos, grammar, and formatting. Does not
review for content
Publisher - responsible for making content live on the website

The responsibility of creating good, on-strategy content cannot be leveled on one
individual. There are many roles that must be filled  to produce high-quality content:

These roles are responsibilities are not necessarily equivalent with job titles. Some
roles such as editor and published can be accomplished by one person, while others,
such as writer and proofer, should never be combined.

CREATION PROCESS AND LIFECYCLE

The basic steps in the content creation process are plan, create, review, approve, and
publish. Depending on the number of individuals in a content creation team and the
scale of the content, this process could be straightforward or include several rounds of
edits, revisions and approvals.

Once the steps are clear, you can define who will be in charge of each part of the
process. Ensuring that the right people on your team have either strategic or
implementation authority, and that the workflow is communicated to everyone
involved in paramount to creating on-strategy content.

A note one feedback: Each person taking part in the review process is reviewing different
aspects of the content. The SME should review for informational accuracy. The editor
should review to ensure the content aligns with the strategy. The copyeditor should
make sure the content is free from typos and grammatical errors. Having clarity on
what each person is reviewing for will ensure that the feedback is valuable. 
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Content must be maintained to ensure it remains up to date and inline with the content
strategy. Plan maintenance into your content schedule, at least once a year (all at once
or on a rolling basis) to review whether the content still supports your strategy,
conveys current information, is appropriate for the audience, and employs a voice and
tone that reflects your brand. Also know that there will be situations where unplanned
maintenance will occur. Prepare for these moments to determine how to prioritize the
changes against current content work.

As the content is reviewed, be comfortable with the idea of retiring and archiving out of
date content. The less junk content available on the website for your users to wade
through, the more successful your website will be.

Pressing publish on excellent, on-strategy content is not the end of the process. All
content should have a lifecycle during which it is maintained, adjusted, and if need be,
retired. The Fairmont State University website is full of outdated content that should be
archived, including News articles that date back as far as 2004.

CONTENT MAINTENANCE

STRATEGIZE

PLANAUDIT

CREATEMAINTAIN

THE 
CONTENT 
LIFECYCLE
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